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Abstract—Scientific workflows have become ubiquitous across
scientific fields, and their execution methods and systems continue
to be the subject of research and development. Most experimen-
tal evaluations of these workflows rely on workflow instances,
which can be either real-world or synthetic, to ensure relevance
to current application domains or explore hypothetical/future
scenarios. The WfCommons project addresses this need by
providing data and tools to support such evaluations. In this
paper, we present an overview of WfCommons and describe two
recent developments. Firstly, we introduce a workflow execution
“tracer” for Nextflow, which significantly enhances the set of real-
world instances available in WfCommons. Secondly, we describe
a workflow instance “translator” that enables the execution
of any real-world or synthetic WfCommons workflow instance
using Dask. Our contributions aim to provide researchers and
practitioners with more comprehensive resources for evaluating
scientific workflows.

Index Terms—Scientific workflows, workflow instance collec-
tion, workflow instance execution

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific workflows are relied upon by thousands of re-
searchers for managing data analyses, simulations, and other
computations in almost every scientific domain [2]. It is
thus not surprising that workflows have been the target of a
large number of research and development activities. These
activities are diverse, including the design of resource manage-
ment and scheduling algorithms, the development of runtime
systems to execute workflows on various hardware/software
stacks, the quantitative and qualitative analysis of work-
flow configurations to identify commonalities and differences
across scientific domains, the development of workflow bench-
marks and the analysis of their results, etc. In spite of the
diversity of their purposes, all these activities share a common
need for access to sets of workflow instances. A workflow
instance can be actual workflow application code and data, a
set of log files obtained from a workflow execution, a formal
descriptions of a workflow (task compute and data volumes,
data- and control dependencies between these tasks), or any
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combination of these. The above need typically encompasses
using both workflow instances from specific workflow appli-
cations (i.e., so as to ensure that research and development is
driven by real-world data) and synthetic instances generated
to be representative of these applications (i.e., so as to go
beyond available real-world data and explore hypothetical
and/or future scenarios).

The WfCommons project [1], [3] was established to provide
data and tools that cater to research and development needs of
the scientific workflow community. In this paper, we report
on recent developments in WfCommons, to be released in
WfCommons 1.0, that aim at enriching the data and tools that
it provides. More specifically, we present:

• The development of a Nextflow “tracer” to augment the
set of workflow instances provided by WfCommons; and

• The development of a Dask “translator” that makes
it possible to execute WfCommons workflow instances
using more workflow runtime systems; and

• An example use case that demonstrates the capabilities
of WfCommons in terms of experimental evaluations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an
overview of WfCommons and briefly discusses related efforts.
Section III, resp. Section IV, describes new workflow tracers,
resp. translators, available in WfCommons 1.0. Section V re-
ports on a use case. Finally, Section VI briefly summarizes our
recent accomplishments and outlines future work directions.

II. WFCOMMONS OVERVIEW

Figure 1 depicts the main WfCommons components and
how they relate to each other. WfCommons aims to make
real-world workflow instances accessible, and this objective is
shared by the Workflow Trace Archive, a recently established
project highlighted in [4]. The Workflow Trace Archive com-
prises workflow instances generated by a preliminary version
of WfCommons. WfCommons instances are constructed based
on executions of real workflow applications on hardware
platforms using several workflow runtime systems (arrow 1⃝ in
the figure). Workflow runtime systems typically take as input
some description of the workflow that is executed and generate
execution logs. From these, it is possible to trace the workflow
execution so as to generate re-usable workflow instances
(arrow 2⃝ in the figure). Several such workflow instances
have been collected in this manner based on execution of
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Fig. 1. Overview of WfCommons components and their usage.

workflow configurations from 14 different applications with
the Makeflow [5], Nextflow [6], and Pegasus [7] systems. In
total, 170 workflow instances have been generated and are
available on GitHub [8]–[10].

In WfCommons, workflow instances are described in JSON
following a particular schema called WfFormat [11]. This
format includes information not only about the workflow’s
execution on the platform on which the instance was obtained,
but also about the workflow’s platform-independent structure
and specification, which is in contrast to the format used by the
Workflow Trace Archive. Other workflow description formats
have been proposed, including the popular Common Workflow
Language (CWL) [12]. The WfCommons format is inspired
by CWL, but encodes additional information regarding the
workflow’s execution and the hardware platform on which that
execution took place.

Using real-world workflow instances for performing re-
search and development is compelling but has limitations.
This is because the set of available instances is necessarily
limited, which in turn constraints the scope of the results
obtained with these instances. For instance, a set of real-
world instances for a particular scientific application may be
available for only relatively small numbers of tasks, but it
is often necessary to evaluate algorithms/systems with larger
instances so as to assess scalability. Obtaining real-world
instances at these larger sizes may not be easily doable without
domain expertise. The need for generating synthetic, but
representative, workflow instances has been clearly identified
in the workflow community and several authors have proposed
methods and tools for this purpose [13]–[19]. Improving upon
these previous results, as explained in [20], WfCommons

includes a component called WfChef, which takes as input
sets of real-world workflow instances of different sizes ob-
tained for a particular application, analyzes these instances,
and produces so-called “workflow recipes” (arrow 3⃝ in the
figure). A workflow recipe is data and code that together
describe the patterns and sub-structures found within workflow
instances from a single particular application. A recipe for a
particular workflow application can then be used by another
WfCommons component called WfGen to generate arbitrary
numbers of synthetic workflow instances of (almost) arbitrary
sizes (arrow 4⃝ in the figure). With these two components it
is thus possible to generate representative synthetic workflow
instances completely automatically without need for any expert
application knowledge.

Real-world workflow instances archived in WfInstances or
synthetic workflow instances generated by WfGen can be
used directly for research and development purposes, such as
driving simulations with and performing analysis of workflow
instances (arrows 7⃝ in the figure). But for other purposes
it is necessary to execute workflow instances on hardware
platforms using workflow runtime systems. For instance, this
is the case for benchmarking/comparing these platforms and
systems over a range of workflow scenarios, or for validating
results obtained from workflow execution simulations or from
analyses of workflow instances. One option is to use real-world
workflow instances as benchmarks, which limits the scope of
the obtained results to these particular workflow instances,
and requires that all application software be installed. An
alternative is to automatically generate executable workflow
benchmarks. This is the approach implemented in a WfCom-
mons component called WfBench. WfBench takes as input



an arbitrary workflow instance (typically a synthetic work-
flow instance generated by WfGen), and automatic produces
an executable workflow benchmark. The workflow tasks are
replaced by a benchmark program that can be configured to
mimic a range of CPU and memory usage behaviors [21].
The generated workflow benchmark can be executed without
installing any software besides WfCommons. The execution of
workflows instances shown by arrows 6⃝ in the figure, can be
performed on hardware platforms and with runtime systems
that differ from those used to obtain the original instances
(arrow 1⃝). These executions can then be observed, e.g., via
inspection of runtime system logs or other means for research
and development purposes (arrow 8⃝ in the figure).

While all components above have been available since the
previous WfCommons release (v0.8), in the latest release
(v1.0), we have made new developments to allow new modal-
ities for steps shown by arrows 2⃝ and 6⃝ in Figure 1, which
are the topics of the next two sections.

III. WORKFLOW INSTANCE TRACERS

A. Motivation

The most fundamental WfCommons component is WfIn-
stances, since it provides real-world workflow instances that
can be used directly or passed to WfChef to generate synthetic
workflow instances. Each instance encodes both structural
and execution information about the workflow. The structural
information includes a list of workflow tasks, where each
workflow task is described by a unique name, a path to
an executable, a list of command-line arguments provided
to the task, and a set of input and output files, each with
a unique name and a size. The execution information in-
cludes a description of the hardware platform on which the
workflow was executed and an execution time for each task.
Given a workflow executed using a runtime system on some
hardware platform, all the necessary information is available
from the input provided to this runtime system (typically
some description of the workflow’s structural information) and
from the output it produces (typically a set of log files). To
automate the process of adding instances to WfInstances, we
have implemented workflow execution “tracers” that generate
workflow instances based on the runtime system input/output
(arrow 2⃝ in Figure 1).

The current workflow model in WfCommons, as formalized
by the WfFormat JSON schema, is a static workflow in which
all tasks are known ahead of time and all data-dependencies
are via input/output files. This model fits traditional workflow
runtime systems, e.g., Pegasus [7] and Makeflow [5]. We
have developed tracers for these two runtime systems. These
tracers parse input files and log files so as to construct
instances, and have been used to contribute instances to
WfInstances. While for these two runtime systems developing
a tracer was straightforward, this is not necessarily the case
in general. Modern runtime systems use a different workflow
model [22]. For instance, the input to the runtime system
can be programmatic rather than purely descriptive, in which
case the structure of the workflow is not known a-priori. Data

dependencies may not necessarily be file-based but also based
on some more general notion of data communication. Finally,
runtime systems may produce logs that do not contain all the
information necessary for re-constructing a workflow instance.

B. Nextflow Tracer

A popular runtime system for which the difficulties outlined
in the previous section occur is Nextflow [6]. Nextflow is
used heavily in the field of bioinformatics. Notably, a large
set of Nextflow workflows (a.k.a. “pipelines”) is available on-
line [23]. These workflows are maintained, documented, and
containerized, so that it is straightforward to execute them as
is, which provides a large set of real-world workflow instances
that could be contributed to WfInstances.

Nextflow uses the dataflow programming model. A
Nextflow workflow is defined by a user script (e.g., bash,
Python) that sets up processes that may communicate via input
and output channels. These channels are used to pass data
between processes. If processes need to exchange data stored
in files, then a shared file system is required and messages
are exchanged that contain globally visible file paths. The
workflow can execute on the user’s machine or in a distributed
manner using various compute back-ends (e.g., SLURM, AWS
Batch, Google Cloud Batch).

A preliminary Nextflow tracer was developed as part of
WfCommons 0.8, and was used to produce the workflow
instances available at [9]. This tracer operated by parsing
the execution’s standard output and the log files produced by
Nextflow as is, which posed several challenges. First, it was
not possible to fully determine the workflow’s task dependency
structure and in some cases led to task graphs with cycles.
Second, although the number of bytes read/written by each
task is logged, parsing the log files did not make it possible
to determine which of that data was from input and output
files, what these files may have been, and what file sizes were.
This is in part due to Nextflow providing non-file based data-
dependencies between tasks via “data channels”. As a result,
Nextflow instances provided as part of WfInstances with the
tracer in WfCommons 0.8 are best-effort attempt and come
with limitations.

In WfCommons 1.0, we implemented a Nextflow tracer
that addresses the aforementioned limitations. This new tracer
requires that the Nextflow source code be modified, so that
each task logs the input and output messages received via its
input and output data channels, respectively. The modifications
are minimal, and for now they are listed in the tracer’s
documentation, the intent being to contribute them to Nextflow
via a pull request. The tracer parses these log messages to
determine the location and size of the input and output files
for all tasks, based on file paths contained in exchanged
data channel messages. All other information necessary to
construct a WfCommons workflow instance is provided by
Nextflow’s logging and visualization output. Specifically, we
utilize Nextflow’s execution logs to obtain profile information
for each task (e.g., runtime, memory requested). Also, it turns
out that Nextflow produces a representation of the workflow’s



process graph in DOT format. This is a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) in which each vertex is a process, which may
correspond to one or more workflow tasks (i.e., these tasks
all correspond to the invocation of the same executable).
This output from Nextflow is intended to produce a graphical
rendering of the process graph, but we use it to reconstruct
data channel dependencies between processes.

The tracer in WfCommons 1.0 improves upon that available
in WfCommons 0.8, but has limitations due to the use of data
channels. First, because the current version of WfFormat does
not support data channels, the generated workflow instances
do not include data payloads that correspond to non-file
data dependencies between workflow tasks. Thus, the overall
data footprint specified in the generated workflow instance
is a lower bound on that of the actual Nextflow workflow.
Second, the Nextflow profiling data for each task includes the
number of bytes read and written by the task. Based on our
investigation, it is not easy to determine whether and/or when
these numbers of bytes include non-file data.

Manual inspection of the workflows we have traced to
date indicates that non-file data passed via data channels is
a small fraction of the overall data footprint of the workflow.
Using the produced workflow instances for analysis or to drive
simulation should produce realistic results. However, since
information about data channel use is lost in the workflow
instances when encoded in the JSON WfFormat schema, these
workflow instances cannot be executed again using Nextflow
or any other workflow runtime system. In other words, for
these instances, top arrow 6⃝ in Figure 1 is not feasible for
the workflow instances produced by the Nextflow tracer.

The WfCommons Nextflow tracer is available on
GitHub [24] and has been used to produce workflow
instances for 15 different Nextflow workflows.

IV. WORKFLOW INSTANCE TRANSLATORS

A. Motivation

Executing WfCommons workflow instances on real-world
platforms is useful for at least two purposes. First, one
may wish to execute real-world workflow instances using
a different runtime system than the one that was used to
obtain the instance. This is because not all workflow runtime
systems are installed, or easily installable, on all platforms (for
instance, some institutions prohibit installing runtime systems
that require superuser privileges). Second, one may wish to
conduct benchmarking campaigns by executing large numbers
of workflow benchmarks (e.g., as generated by WfBench) on
different platforms using different runtime systems.

Given the above, there is a strong incentive to develop
WfCommons workflow instance “translator” for popular work-
flow runtime systems. A translator takes as input a workflow
instance and produces as output all configuration files and/or
code necessary to execute the instance using a target runtime
system. This provides instance portability across runtime sys-
tems since a real-world workflow instance constructed from an
execution with some runtime system (arrow 1⃝ in Figure 1)
can be executed seamlessly with another runtime system (top

arrow 6⃝ in Figure 1). Furthermore, WfCommons translators
can be used to execute any synthetic benchmark workflow
instance produced by WfGen, without the need to install any
scientific application software (bottom arrow 6⃝ in Figure 1).

WfCommons 0.8 includes translators for Pegasus [7] and
Swift/T [25]. Both these runtime systems employ a static
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) model of the workflow, which
directly maps to the WfFormat JSON descriptions of our
workflow instances, and thus rendered the development of
these translators straightforward. A popular runtime system
that supports workflows is Dask [26], [27]. Dask has become a
standard tool in the Python Data Science ecosystem, supports a
variety of compute back-ends, and it is currently used routinely
at many institutions and compute facilities. With Dask users
develop workflows as Python programs, which affords more
flexibility than DAG-based workflow runtime systems. The
latest WfCommons release includes a Dask translator, briefly
described in the next section, that makes it possible to execute
any WfCommons workflow instance using Dask.

B. Dask Translator

In the Dask framework, a workflow is created by im-
plementing each workflow task as a Python function. This
function is then passed, along with its arguments, as
a callback function to Dask’s submit() method (short
for dask.distributed.Client.submit()), which re-
turns a Future (short for dask.distributed.Future).
The Future points to the function’s invocation and re-
solves whenever the function returns from that invocation.
Importantly, the arguments passed to the function can include
Futures, which makes it possible to implement control-
dependencies between function invocations, and thus between
workflow tasks. Future objects are promises of completion
of a task and are managed transparently by the Dask runtime.

The WfCommons Dask translator takes as input a workflow
instance in the WfFormat JSON format and produces as output
a Python program that uses the Dask API and can be run
to execute the workflow. Control-dependencies between tasks
are realized through the use of a single callback function
execute_task() that is passed to submit() and called
to invoke the execution of each workflow task. The first
argument passed to execute_task() is the function that
executes the task.

The generation of the Python program that can be run to ex-
ecute the workflow is performed as follows. First, information
regarding how each task should be executed is collected from
workflow instance. The translator sorts the workflow tasks in
topological order according to task-dependencies specified in
the workflow JSON document. For each task in this order,
code is generated to call submit() using the aforementioned
execute_task() callback function, passing it task-specific
arguments and the list of Futures on which the task depends.
These Futures are the return values of previous calls to
submit() for the task’s parents. Third, the translator gen-
erates code to wait on all the Futures returned by calls to
submit() for the workflow’s exit tasks.



TABLE I
BWA WORKFLOW BENCHMARK EXECUTION RESULTS OBTAINED WITH PEGASUS AND DASK ON 3 CHAMELEON CLOUD 48-CORE COMPUTE NODES. ALL

RESULTS ARE AVERAGED OVER 5 TRIALS, WITH COEFFICIENTS OF VARIANCE IN PERCENTAGE SHOWN IN PARENTHESES.

Pegasus Dask
#tasks makespan pre-delay post-delay makespan pre-delay post-delay
198 0h26m38s (5.6%) 40.0s (0.0%) 38.6s (6.5%) 0h22m56s (7.7%) 0.2s (2.0%) 1.5s (1.5%)
498 0h40m29s (6.3%) 40.2s (1.1%) 39.4s (4.2%) 0h32m11s (3.2%) 0.3s (4.5%) 3.7s (0.6%)
998 0h59m17s (0.7%) 40.2s (1.1%) 38.2s (4.7%) 0h53m28s (2.6%) 0.5s (2.0%) 7.4s (0.8%)
1,998 1h42m48s (3.0%) 40.4s (1.4%) 39.4s (5.8%) 1h29m15s (0.5%) 0.9s (1.6%) 14.9s (0.4%)

When the generated program is executed, all workflow tasks
are concurrently submitted for execution to Dask. Initially,
only the workflow’s entry tasks are ready to execute because
submit() is passed an empty list of futures. A task becomes
ready only when the futures of all of its parents have resolved,
which will then trigger its execution as soon as idle compute
resources are available.

V. EXAMPLE USE CASE

To illustrate the capabilities afforded by WfCommons, in
this section we describe an example use case. The objective
is to evaluate two workflow runtime systems, Pegasus [7]
and Dask [26], when used to execute workflows from the
Bioinformatics application Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA)
tool [28]. BWA is a software package for mapping low-
divergent sequences against a large reference genome, such
as the human genome. BWA workflows have been developed
based on the Makeflow [5] runtime system, as available in a
GitHub repository [29]. 15 of these workflows were executed
using Makeflow in December 2020 on the Chameleon Cloud
testbed [30]. Based on the Makeflow input files and logs,
WfCommons instances were constructed and made publicly
available as WfInstances (arrows 1⃝ and 2⃝ in Figure 1).

In this example use case, we use WfChef to generate
workflow recipes that describe the overall structure and sub-
structures found in these 15 workflow instances (arrow 3⃝
in Figure 1). Using this recipe, we use WfGen to generate
4 synthetic workflow instances (arrow 4⃝ in Figure 1). We
ask WfGen to generate instances with 200, 500, 1000, and
2000 tasks. Because WfGen generates these instances by re-
using and replicating particular substructures identified by
WfChef in real-world workflow instances, it cannot always
generates workflow instances with the exact number of tasks
specified. In this case, the generated instances have 198, 498,
998, and 1,998 tasks. Using these instances, we then used
WfBench to generate corresponding workflow benchmarks.
These benchmarks are generated in a way that respects the
workflow structure, but replaces the tasks’ executables by
an invocation of a CPU-Memory benchmark program with
a specified amount of work to perform, and replaces the
tasks’ input/output file with arbitrary files to that the total data
footprint of the workflow is also specified. In our case, each
workflow task runs by itself in about 35 seconds on a single
core of the platform used to run the benchmark (described
hereafter), and the total workflow footprint is set to 100GB.

Although the original workflows were executed using Make-
flow, the generated benchmarks can be executed using any of
the WfCommons translators. We use the Pegasus translator
(available since WfCommons 0.8) and the recently developed
Dask translator (described in Section IV-B). Using these
two translators, we run the workflow benchmarks on the
Chameleon Cloud testbed. Specifically, we execute the bench-
marks on 3 48-core worker nodes (2.60GHz Intel Skylake), for
a total of 144 cores that execute workflow tasks. Workflow
executions in Pegasus or in Dask only have one technical
difference: Under the hood, Pegasus uses HTCondor [31] to
execute workflow tasks on its worker nodes. This requires the
staging and therefore the transfer of data files and executables
from and to the coordinator file system, that is the node
running HTCondor schedd. Conversely, a shared file system
(NFS in our case) was required to perform the workflow exe-
cutions in Dask. In both cases, the coordinator (the HTCondor
schedd and the Dask scheduler) was running on a dedicated
node that performed no computation.

Table I shows results obtained by executing the four BWA
workflow benchmarks, reporting on the workflow makespan
(elapsed time between the submission of the workflow to the
runtime system and its completion, i.e., the overall execution
time as perceived by the user), the pre-delay (time elapsed
between the submission of the workflow and the beginning of
the execution of the first workflow task), and the post-delay
(time elapsed between the completion of the last workflow
task and the completion of the workflow). The metrics are
computed from runtime system log files, based on back-
to-back benchmark executions on dedicated compute nodes,
using 5 trials for each execution. The results show that Pegasus
executions have significantly higher overhead when compared
to Dask executions (Pegasus makespans are between 16% and
25% longer than their Dask counterparts). The higher pre-
and post-delay values with Pegasus are due to it performing
staging / cleanup of data/executables on the compute nodes at
the beginning / end of the execution, while Dask instead uses
a shared file system. Larger makespans with Pegasus may also
be due to HTCondor, which necessarily adds overhead.

The results in Table I in no way provide an in-depth com-
parison of Pegasus and Dask. Conducting more experiments
and analyzing execution logs in detail would be necessary for
a full-fledged comparison. Our objective here is to illustrate
that, using WfCommons, performing this kind of experimen-
tal study is low-labor. Specifically, generating a workflow



benchmarks is done with 2 lines of Python. Executing each
benchmark with the Pegasus translator is done with 4 lines of
Python. Executing each benchmark with the Dask translator
is done with 2 Shell commands. Overall, the entire code a
WfCommons user would have to write to generate the results
in Table I consists of less than 40 lines of Python/Shell.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have provided an overview of WfCommons
and of its components, have described recent developments
that aim to augment the set of workflow instances that Wf-
Commons can provide and to make these instances executable
with modern workflow runtime systems, and described an
illustrative use case. WfCommons was initially designed and
developed with DAG-based and file-based workflow runtime
systems in mind. Hence, WfFormat was not designed to
support dynamic/programmatic workflows or workflows in
which task data-dependencies are not always file-based. As
explained in Section III, this design hindered the implementa-
tion of the Nextflow tracer, as Nextflow supports non-file data-
dependencies. Furthermore, although the Dask translator de-
scribed in Section IV uses Dask for executing static workflows,
Dask provides the ability to execute workflows in which tasks
are created dynamically at runtime rather than at compile time,
and Dask does not impose that task dependencies be file-based.
Consequently, a future direction is to augment WfFormat to
support a broader range of modern workflow models [22],
which will require reviewing workflow descriptions modalities
in popular/emerging workflow runtime systems as well as
recognized standards such as CWL [12].
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